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THE BEST WAY  
TO PREDICT 
THE FUTURE 
IS TO CREATE IT.
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Abraham Lincoln

CREATE YOUR FUTURE WITH US.

CASTING THE FUTURE
SINCE 1948



One stop shop
Quality

Team

Sustainability 

Technology

Range of products

Relationships

Network

Development

Competitiveness

LTH Castings has been a reliable 
development and manufacturing partner for 
the global automotive industry, supplying 
in-house tooling and aluminium die-cast 
components - machined, assembled and 
tested to the most demanding customer 
specifications - since 1948.

From initial development to serial production.

Highest-quality, innovative solutions and dedicated 
customer services under continuous improvement.

Qualified, accountable and service-oriented individuals and teams highly 
motivated by a clearly defined system of target agreements and rewards.

Practices and procedures governed by our commitment 
to the environment and a sustainable future.

Specialist for complex, high-quality high-pressure 
die-cast aluminium components and systems.

Supplier of both high-tech and less complex parts manufactured by a network that 
is spread across Central and South Europe (Slovenia, Croatia and Macedonia).

Long-standing relationships with our customers, suppliers and business 
partners based on an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect.

6 production facilities under one management, enabling smooth technology 
transfer and customer-oriented project allocation across the LTH Castings Group.

Constant group-wide investment in state-of-the-art technology, technical 
equipment and training. In-house prototyping.

Fulfilling both quality and competitive requirements of our customers 
by applying state-of-the-art manufacturing concepts.

to work with us
10 good reasons



Development and
rapid prototyping

Tool making

High pressure 
die-casting

Machining

Assembly

We support our customers with our own development department from an early 
prototype stage to final development of serial parts. All development activities are 
supported by computer simulations and rapid prototyping. A close cooperation during 
the development of complex parts can be supported by resident engineers. Working 
simultaneously on part development, die-casting tools and production processes 
results in time and cost-effective start of the serial processes.

In more than 70 years of operation, LTH Castings has specialized in building  
die-casting tools up to 40 metric tons, trimming tools and complex clamping devices.

Die-casting technology is an optimal solution for mass production of technical 
aluminium parts. In combination with machining and surface treatment operations, 
we deliver high quality components directly to assembly lines. Various Al alloys are 
used within our group.

The majority of our die-casting capacities are state-of-the-art cold chamber 
horizontal SCD die-casting machines. The casting processes and moulds are 
designed, verified and optimized with support of specialized softwares  
(MAGMA and ABAQUS), run by our experienced engineering team.

Capacities available to our customers: more than 80 die-casting cells of clamping 
forces up to 2.800 t for Al alloys dispersed among all plants.

The integration of casting, machining and assembly is the key to achieve 
improvements in quality, lead times and overall costs. Our capacities include 
state-of-the-art machining technology, mostly universal turning machines and highly 
automatized machining centres. They deliver maximum machining productivity 
combined with maximum flexibility and thus offering excellent 
cost-efficiency to the customer. 

Our machine park includes CNC machining centres and special  
machining centres – over 160 machines in total.

The highly - automatized assembly of bought-in components, including complex 
assembly groups, is rounding up our services. 

Aluminium die-cast automotive components

In-house manufacturing of tools and devices

Development of products, tools and processes

One stop shop - from initial development to serial production

Simultaneous and resident engineering

core

competences



Knowledge about the function
Requirements regarding the assembly
Definition of physical properties
Definition of quality

Feasibility / castability check (simulation)
Determination of cast / machined areas

Die-casting mould calculations
Number of cavities
Size of die-casting machine
Gating system
Venting concept
Thermomanagement

Filling and Solidification
Analysing of part structure and properties
Topology optimization
Stress-strain and thermo-mechanical analyses
Verification of assumptions
Identification of critical areas and further optimization potentials

Detailed casting optimization of the models taking into 
consideration the functional requirements of the parts 
as well as the technological requirements of the processes.

Determination of the 
final process parameters

Middle and high volume production on a high quality level,
out of highly automatized and optimized processes.

Part requirements

Manufacturing concept

Die concept 

Simulations

Detailed design

Sampling process

Volume production

The product and process development is most efficient in case of regular and close communication between the 
customer and our team. Starting with the specifications in the form of quality definitions and physical properties 
the manufacturing concept includes a numerical casting simulation, during which problematic or critical 
areas are identified and alternatives and possible cost-effective solutions proposed. Areas which need to be 
machined are determined and a convenient machining concept is selected and proposed. The die-casting 
mould concept has a very strong influence on the part quality. Parameters such as number of cavities, 
locking force, runner and gating system, venting concept, casting and mould temperature, machine 
parameters and the flow characteristics of the specific alloy have to be determined. 

With the help of simulation tools, we are able to verify 
the assumptions of the die mould concept and identify 
further optimization potentials. Our experienced tool 
designers implement these inputs. During the sampling 
process the process parameters are fixed to ensure an 
efficient volume production, verified by ‘run at rates’.

process
development

product &



Focus on final machining
Automatization – pallet systems
5-axis milling centres
Optical and coordinate measuring equipment
Additive Manufacturing (3D print) of parts for tools
Standard group-wide production technology

Production equipment

With more than 70 years of tradition, LTH Castings has
specialized in development and production of die-casting tools up 
to 40 metric tons, trimming tools and complex clamping devices. 

A dedicated workforce in our toolshops in Slovenia and 
Macedonia enables us to handle high volume projects, high 
flexibility and short manufacturing times.

In order to ensure the highest 
quality products, we build on 
simultaneous engineering, continuous 
improvement and utilize inspection 
practices throughout our manufacturing 
processes. With our 24-hour repair-service-
support, we reduce production costs and 
apply our experience in every new project. 

toolshop

Consultancy in product development and advice in aluminium 
die-casting, machining and injection moulding, all in close contact with 
your R&D.

Computer simulations - mould fill and solidification simulations, 
stress-strain and thermo-mechanical analyses, die-lifetime calculation, 
thermomanagement. 

Rapid prototyping - prototype tools and Al parts.

High education levels and flexibility in new products and 
modifications.

State-of-the-art technology and CAD/CAM/CAE systems (CATIA, 
Siemens NX, Creo (ProEngineer), NCG CAM, Magma, Abaqus).

Development and simulation of complex clamping devices and 
machining processes. 

we provide



With our plant network spread across 
Central and South Europe we cover 
a wide range of specifications and 
complexity levels up to highest demands.

Specialists for complex, high quality high-pressure 
die-cast aluminium components and systems.

We do constant group-wide investment in 
state-of-the-art technology, technical equipment 
and training.

our product
Powertrain components 

Brake system components 

Electronic components

Steering components 

Anti-vibration components 

Hybrid- and E-engine components 

Tools & devices  range



referencescustomer

AUDI / AUTOLIV / BMW / BOSCH / BROSE 

CONTINENTAL / DAIMLER / GETRAG / HITACHI 

JTEKT / SUMIRIKO AVS / TCG UNITECH / TRW 

VALEO-SIEMENS / VIBRACOUSTIC / WABCO

LTH Casting’s long-term 
success is, of course, 
determined by the 
satisfaction of our 
customers. As demands 
on quality are continually 
increasing, we can never stand 
still in the quest for continuous 
improvement of products and 
services we provide.

indicate a company’s recognition and 
acceptance in the market. LTH Casting’s 
technological development and customer-
oriented quality engineering means the 
company can boast an outstanding list of 
international references.

A zero-defect strategy, continuous implementation of FMEAs and the utilisation of high-
performance methods of measurement are only some examples of the initiatives we implement 
to improve quality assurance.

Certification in accordance with ISO TS 16949, ISO 14001, ISO 50001 and OHSAS 18001, 
are testimony to this commitment to a culture of quality, which has resulted in various quality 
awards at our main customers over the past years.

quality
comes first



production

Our 6 production locations in Škofja Loka and Ljubljana (Slovenia), Benkovac and 
Čakovec (Croatia) and Ohrid (Macedonia) form an integrated unit, which is able 
to adjust to customer needs in terms of production technology and cost-efficiency. 
We intend to further strengthen our market position with optimal solutions within 
the scope of our technology network.

locations

Vincarje 2  
SI-4220 ©kofja Loka
Slovenia
T + 386 (0) 4 5112 109
F + 386 (0) 4 5112 112

Trata 52  
SI-4220 ©kofja Loka
Slovenia
T + 386 (0) 4 5112 472
F + 386 (0) 4 5112 473

Litostrojska 46  
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia
T + 386 (0) 1 5001 840
F + 386 (0) 1 5001 860

Republike Austrije 3  
HR-40000 »akovec
Croatia
T + 385 (0) 40 321 104

BenkovaËke bojne 21  
HR-23420 Benkovac 
Croatia
T + 385 (0) 23 684 810
F + 385 (0) 23 681 032

15-ti Korpus 89  
MK-6000 Ohrid
Macedonia
T + 389 (0) 46 204 400
F + 389 (0) 46 204 444
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LTH Castings in Slovenia was founded in 1948, the first die-casting 
machine installed in 1958. Today, the company consists of production 
sites in Škofja Loka (headquarters and toolshop) and Ljubljana. 

Our facilities manufacture a wide range of high specification 
automotive components. With a high level of customer-specific 
product know-how, in-house tool-shop and experience gained over 
decades LTH Castings involves itself in projects at an early stage 
through the use of simultaneous engineering, and can thus respond 
flexibly to customer preferences.

In 2014 we invested in a new, central toolshop near Škofja Loka, 
where we have bundled our competencies in development, 
prototyping, tool design and tool manufacturing to further support 
our growth and our customers in a wider area of development.

LTH Alucast as a completely new plant was founded in 2017 in order to 
expand casting and machining capacities inside LTH Castings Group. 
This new production facility is fully integrated in our European 
network under our corporate management.
LTH Castings standard equipment and state-of-the-art manufacturing 
concepts assure cost-efficiency and competitiveness.

LTH Metal Cast in Croatia was founded in 1980 and joined the LTH 
Castings Group in 1999. Today, LTH Metal Cast uses the advantages 
of a traditional industrial environment and the Group’s synergies.

Using fully automated casting machines, machining centres and 
dedicated machines the facility typically manufactures a wide spectre 
of products for the automotive industry. Lean structures make this site 
particularly cost-efficient with high volume production.

LTH Learnica in Macedonia was founded in 1961 and joined 
the LTH Castings Group in 2005. The in-house tool and mould 
production supports the LTH Castings Group tool demand and 
enables on the other hand the site to focus on manufacturing 
aluminium components for the automotive industry.

LTH Castings d.o.o.

LTH Alucast d.o.o.

LTH Metal Cast d.o.o.

LTH Learnica dooel
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For further information, please visit us on

WWW.LTHCASTINGS.COM
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